
Explainable AI
for Cybersecurity



AI-powered automated explanations delivered in real time help security 
analysts verify, triage and respond to threats, with precision and speed

The future of cybersecurity lies in automation and artificial intelligence, capable of defending against 

known and unknown threats accurately and within sub-seconds. Deep learning is a specialized 

discipline in machine learning that involves training neural networks with multiple feed-forward layers on 

diverse datasets. Over the last decade it has demonstrated proven effectiveness in areas like computer 

vision, natural language processing & cancer diagnoses. Now the same technology is delivering exciting 

results in cybersecurity.
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Promise of Deep Learning for Cybersecurity

Neural networks trained with the massive threat data that exists today, can intelligently learn and 
make decisions on whether traffic is malicious — bringing the true promise of AI to reality. Deep 
learning yields higher efficacy than classic machine learning because “features” are not defined 
by humans. This eliminates any selection biases introduced by the data scientist (i.e. feature 
engineering) and enables the neural network to represent vastly higher density of data without  
losing accuracy.

Blue Hexagon deep learning AI models can conclusively identify threats by analyzing millions of 
expressed and non-expressed traits within payloads, protocols, or headers. The Blue Hexagon 
HexNet™ neural engine is able to also distinguish between different stages of the threat kill chain 
by inspecting the network and application protocol characteristics in the traffic stream. This allows 
threats to be automatically classified down to the name of the malware family and the delivery kill 
chain which other rudimentary AI systems cannot match.

Machine Learning

Deep Learning
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AI Blackbox - Lack of Explainability and Trust

Despite the superior performance, the interpretability of deep learning systems has remained 
an area of concern. Neural networks are typically black boxes. The computations carried out in 
numerous intermediate layers cannot be easily correlated to comprehensible reasoning stages 
and as such have no semantic representation that humans can correlate to explain a decision. 
Cyber practitioners place a high premium on solutions that are easy to understand by humans 
so that response can be standardized and automated using, for example, playbooks. This is one 
of the reasons why deep learning models in this industry have had slower uptake. 

Explainability is also directly correlated with Trust since a system whose actions cannot be 
explained is inherently considered high-risk due to the inherent liability and disruption that can 
be caused by fully autonomous response that has no proverbial ‘paper-trail’.

Building an Explainable AI 

The Economist published a study in 2018 that showed that 94% of business executives 
believe in the promise of AI but another study done by the MIT Sloan Management Review 
found that only 18% of organizations extensively adopting AI in their offerings. This gap 
indicates a very real usability problem when it comes to AI — primarily because of trust 
issues that lie at the core of it. 

Developing AI systems that can partly or completely explain their decisions in human 
understandable semantics will go a long way in increasing the trust-factor in such systems. 
The process begins by extracting metadata from the network object after unpacking and 
deobfuscating as needed. A vector representation of the protocol and payload objects is 
created which is sent off to a series of neural networks for generating localized inferences 
which are then combined to arrive at a final decision on the nature of the object just 
inspected. This includes information like the malware family, category & mappings to known 
threat archetypes. Having trained on malware and threat samples from the past 2 decades, 

This lack of interpretability is a fundamental barrier in reducing response time since every 
security event requires a human-in-the-loop in the form of a SOC analyst even when there 
is an AI present. As shown in the figure above, the SOC analyst collects events and verdicts 
from various systems and seeks to understand the sequence of events and potential impact 
of the threat incursion before creating an incident ticket. This analysis is facilitated by various 
tools such as sandboxes, static analyzer & forensic data gleaned from SIEM and EDR systems. 

Such an exercise can typically take several minutes to hours before a cogent response can 
be initiated. During this precious time, the threat (actor) continues to spread in the network 
potentially causing thousands of dollars’ worth of damage.  

AI

Human-in-the-loop can greatly reduce response efficiency

SOAR

https://perspectives.eiu.com/sites/default/files/EIU_Microsoft%20-%20Intelligent%20Economies_AI%27s%20transformation%20of%20industries%20and%20society.pdf
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/projects/artificial-intelligence-in-business-gets-real/


the neural net is able to accurately map any new sample into one of the several well-known threat 
families. In lay man’s terms the state space of benign and malicious files is vast but finite. This 
manifests from the inherent information capacity of a deep neural network. While knowing the 

malware family & threat category is good - it is not particularly useful to the 
SOC analyst on what the malware does or why it needs to be blocked. This is 
where the predictive IOCs come into play. Blue Hexagon Hexnet™ is able to 
also map IOCs that are associated with said malicious sample based on IOCs 
most commonly associated with other nearest neighbor malware samples. 
These IOCs are mapped to the well-known MITRE ATT&CK framework which 
can effectively explain the verdict to the analyst. 

This approach is superior to a sandbox both from a speed as well as 
scalability standpoint. Further it is immune to evasion techniques like VM 
detection, timing, click detection etc. which can defeat most sandboxes. 

In fact, Blue Hexagon Hexnet™ will go as far as even predicting Sandbox Evasion as one of the 
techniques used by the malware as shown in the example here. The level of detail provided by 
this approach is the first in the industry considering that it is done without actually executing the 
sample - hence it is available right at the time the verdict was made. In a large enterprise with 
several thousand inboxes and hundreds of thousands of files and connections in play at any point 
in time, a real time detection and analysis solution provides unprecedented reduction of risk 
besides saving on operational cost of maintaining a large SOC team. Additionally, in many ways 
this solution can augment an existing dynamic analysis setup by filtering most of the incoming 
malware and only sending the most interesting ones for full detonation.
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Conclusion

In the modern hybrid, distributed and now remotely connected office the attack surface has 
grown significantly and new technologies are needed to detect and defeat sophisticated threats 
that are designed to evade existing detection tools.  Artificial intelligence applications in security 
have shown a lot of promise in standing up to this challenge.  Modern AI systems such as Blue 
Hexagon HexNet™ with its explainable deep learning can turbocharge existing SOC practices and 
operations giving enhanced detection capabilities for threat hunters to neutralize emergent and 
evasive malware entering their enterprise. We believe that explainable deep learning is a leapfrog 
innovation that will go a long way in increasing CISO’s trust in artificial intelligence and greater 
automation in incidence response.      
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Explainable AI holds the promise for security practitioners to help them move from a state of 
information clutter and overload to a state of real insights, with rich context, for fast actions to 
protect against criminal cyber actors!

Headquarters
150 W Iowa Avenue #103

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
https://bluehexagon.ai/ 

inquiries@bluehexagon.ai

Blue Hexagon has been recognized in Forbes AI 50 for Next Gen NDR innovation, included in the 2020 Gartner 
Market Guide for Network Detection and Response, named to CNBC’s Upstart 100 list of “World’s Most Promising 
Startups”, was tested by Miercom as the most effective of four leading security products against the most lethal 
zero-day malware, ransomware, worms, botnets and evasive malicious threats and was named to the 2021 CB 
Insights AI-100 list of “Most Innovative Artificial Intelligence Startups”, CRN’s “10 Hottest AI Security Companies 
You Need to Know”, and most recently recognized by Analytics Insights “Top 100 Artificial Intelligence Startups to 
Lookout for in 2021”.

About Blue Hexagon

Blue Hexagon’s Continuous Cloud Threat Detection and Response Deep Learning CNAPP platform enables enterprises to adopt the 
cloud securely, reduce risk and detect & resolve threats faster. Cloud Security and DevOps teams can now continuously defend and 
harden their cloud against attacks and errors, throughout the cloud lifecycle. Customers protect their business and brand against 
known and unknown threats including zero-day ransomware and malware, C2, cryptomining and insecure apps/code by prioritizing risk 
combining threat detection and misconfigurations. The multi-cloud agentless solution deploys in minutes and integrates with cloud-native 
stack to help reduce DevSecOps friction and triage delays for faster remediation. 

Headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, and backed by Benchmark and Altimeter Capital, Blue Hexagon is the world’s most recognized AI 
cybersecurity company and has been widely adopted by leading technology, healthcare and financial organizations. Follow us on Twitter 
@bluehexagonai or on the Web at https://bluehexagon.ai/
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